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THE FUTURE OF TENNIS

Learning Curve

The USTA continues to expand its work
with colleges to create more Professional
Tennis Management programs.
By Kent Oswald

E

and about an equal number leave the
business or don’t maintain their certification. This is not an answer for the
growth of a business with increasingly
complex and practical necessities.
Promoted by the USTA and supported by the major industry groups,
PTM programs offer a career path for
tennis-loving students at an increasing number of school. Scott Schultz,
who developed the nation’s first PTM
program at Ferris State University in
Michigan and is managing director of

P H O T O S C O U RT E S Y U S TA

veryone knows the maxim
that you will never work a
day in your life if you love
what pays you. What that
sage advice omits, however, is that you have to get hired first.
Given the revised mantra, the expansion of Professional Tennis Management programs is good news for anyone
looking for an initial or greater foothold
in the tennis industry.
An estimated 2,000 people are certified each year as new teaching pros,

USTA-U, expects the number of enrollees in these courses to double every two
years for the next four to six years. In
the 2019-2020 school year, there will be
at least 10 PTM schools—offering certification, Associate’s degrees, Bachelor’s
degrees and Master’s degrees—with
more scheduled to come online.
Jorge Capestany, PTM coordinator
for Hope College in Michigan, explains
that his school’s program focuses on
the training of experienced professionals for an industry that requires much
more than hitting from a basket of balls.
“Tennis customers want much
more,” Capestany says. “They expect
their pros to create meaningful experiences. If you’re a club manager, you
have to be able to make your clients
feel at home. If you run a non-profit or
a college team, you need to have some
fundraising skills and strategies. A
tournament organizer needs to create
an event that compliments the players and makes fans and sponsors feel
engaged and appreciated.
“There are so many unique demands
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There are so many unique demands in the tennis industry,
being prepared to deal with them can seem overwhelming. I think
that’s a big part of where PTM comes into the picture.

in the tennis industry, being prepared
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Overall, Capestany expects to offer a
highly focused academic and experiential curriculum, providing a significant
leg up to those interested in reaching
the higher levels of the business side
of the tennis world.
Creating Future Leaders
The expectation is that this dual
emphasis on experience and academics will help create strength for future
leaders, something with which every
industry organization is concerned.
According to USPTA CEO John Embree, the emphasis on PTM programs
across the U.S. fits well with the organization’s U30 efforts to empower the
next generation of teaching pros and
industry leaders.
“We understand that the tennisteaching profession needs to get
younger, and PTM programs will play
an integral role in introducing this
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career path to the next generation of
tennis enthusiasts,” says Embree.
The USTA and USPTA are working
together on the curriculum students
must master. The result is not just
lessons helpful across the industry,
but also a program that fits people at a
variety of levels in their careers.
Embree explains that the goal is to
benefit, “not only the students entering
programs directly from high school, but
also coaches who may have been teaching for a few years, but are looking for a
structured opportunity to develop their
skills and further grow.”
Embree believes in the importance of
developing on-court teaching pros, but
he’s also excited about what is offered
off the court.
“PTM programs truly shine on the
business side of the industry,” he says.
“Students have an excellent opportunity to immerse themselves in all areas
of the management side that relates to
running a club or program.”
An important thing to remember
about tennis enthusiasts is that not
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Where to Find PTM
Programs
Associate’s Degree Programs
• Tyler Junior College, Tyler, Texas
Bachelor’s Degree Programs
• Berry College, Mount Berry, Ga.
• Bridgewater State University,
Bridgewater, Mass.
• Ferris State University, Big Rapids, Mich.
• Hope College, Holland, Mich.
• Manhattanville College, Purchase, N.Y.
• Methodist University, Fayetteville, N.C.
• University of Central Florida,
Orlando, Fla.
Master’s Degree Programs
• San Diego State, San Diego, Calif.
• University of New Mexico,
Albuquerque, N.M.
(As of May 2019)

For more information, visit usta.com/ptm
or email ptminfo@usta.com.
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all of them are focused on play. Many
come to the industry out of an interest
in sports or event management.
Particularly for students who see
a future in tennis along those lines,
“We have a learning laboratory that
is second to none,” says Jill Fjelstul,
who directs the University of Central
Florida Rosen College of Hospitality
Management’s PTM program, which
grants program participants a BS in
Hospitality Management, as well as the
PTM credential.
What makes the UCF program
special is the proximity and working
partnership with the USTA’s campus
in Orlando, Fla., where students do
their on-court work, as well as take
advantage of numerous internship and
training opportunities.
Not for Every School
According to Schultz, who oversees the
USTA’s approval for PTM programs,
there have been regular discussions
with new schools interested in starting
an accredited program. However, PTM
is not right for every school, Schultz
emphasizes.
Whether it is a junior college or a
graduate school, the baseline is quality
facilities and a well-developed tennis
program on campus. There must also
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be someone knowledgeable in all
phases of the tennis business to serve
as a director. Schultz is often on the
lookout for the sense that the program
is important to the administration as
more than a potential revenue stream.
For those schools deemed a good fit,
their PTM accreditation will let them
set their own prerequisites for their
students, but require them to work
through the USTA’s core concentration of courses. PTM graduates will be
certified teaching professionals; since
USPTA so far is the only fully accredited teaching professional organization,
PTM graduates, at least for the near
term, will be USPTA-certified pros.
One of the newest schools to offer
a PTM program is Manhattanville
College in Purchase, N.Y., which saw
students taking their first PTM classes
in the fall 2018 semester. The school
offers a range of sports management
programs for everyone from high
school students to those pursuing a
graduate degree.
Manhattanville PTM Studies Director Derek DiFazio says what has made
his PTM program’s initial year so
promising is that it accompanied the
school’s reintroduction of intercollegiate competition for the men’s and
women’s teams that he coaches. Tied

into an academic path leading to a
business degree, the PTM program offered the cohort of 18 students insights
into teaching techniques as well as
marketing and administration skills.
Manhattanville students also will have
ongoing opportunities to intern with
area tennis clubs.
The overriding principle behind
these schools’ varying approaches to
building a more professional infrastructure for the future of this industry
is that there is no one path toward a
career in tennis. Students pursuing
PTM certification may approach it with
an interest in hospitality or kinesiology,
nutrition, exercise science, education,
etc. But, given the need for everyone in
the industry to be a multi-tasker, they
will also create a foundation for themselves of other, necessary skills.
Graduates will experience broad
academic standards, offered at various
levels and in conjunction with various
other programs. They will be moving
forward, all guided by people who love
the game and want to ensure that it
continues to grow.
“Great coaches have been some of
the most important people in my life,”
DiFazio says. “I look forward to passing
that on and helping to produce tennis’
next generation of great coaches.” •
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